
▶	 BAT/15212

First aid box (eye care): eye wash, fluid, 
compress, scissors, paper tissues, sticking 
plasters and gauze.

▶	 BAT/15201

Safety shower and eye wash station.

▶	 BAT/15165 : size 10

Acid proof rubber gloves.

▶	 BAT/15172

Acid proof rubber apron.

Accessories
SAFETY

▶	 BAT/15159

Acid proof safety glasses.

▶	 BAT/17096

Facial screen with swing-back of anti-
condensation glass  - 180 x 290 mm - 180g.

▶	 BAT/15204

Neutralizer, absorber and fire-
extinguisher with color indicator. 
Neutralizes for example acids. When 
Neutracid colors yellow, the acid is 
neutralised. 5Kg.
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HYDROGEN GAS DETECTOR

Control box▶	 BAT/48251 

Detector Hydrogen Exhaust Dual Relay

▶	 BAT/48268 

Detector Hydrogen Exhaust Dual Relay DC

▶	 BAT/48252 

Aditional Remote Display with Buzzer HGD

▶	 BAT/48253 

Cable Modular 25' HGD

DESCRIPTION PVC PANEL sticker

EMERGENCY SHOWER 

(100 X 100) BAT/18845 BAT/18849

(200 X 200) BAT/18847 BAT/17507

SMOKING BAN

diam. 90 BAT/17301 BAT/18854

diam. 200 BAT/17302 BAT/17508

FIRE BAN 

diam. 90 BAT/18857 BAT/18859

diam. 200 BAT/18861 BAT/17508

ELECTRIC

diam. 90 BAT/18863 BAT/18865

diam. 200 BAT/18867 BAT/17510

EXPLOSIVES

diam.90 BAT/18870 BAT/18872

diam. 200 BAT/18874 BAT/17511

CAUSTICS

diam. 90 BAT/18877 BAT/18879

diam. 200 BAT/18881 BAT/17512

* Others on demand

Hydrogen gas detectors (HGD) protect battery charging rooms and other 
locations where motive and stationary batteries are present by continuously 
monitoring hydrogen gas levels. The HGD is equipped with LED lights and 
an 80 dB alarm. AC- or DC-Powered models are available with dual relay. 
Improving Safety in the Battery Room with Hydrogen Gas Detectors.

The HGD is designed for easy integration into your operation's ventilation 
system. It is available with a single or dual relay, in AC-or DC-powered 
models. Relays automatically the venting action of the Hydrogen Exhaust 
Fan Kit or other peripheral technologies, translating alarms directly into 
coordinated preventative response.

Relay Relay rating Power requirements Dimensions Mounting Operating temperature

BAT/48251
Dual, Dry Contact Relay 10 A

85 V ac to 265 V ac 50/60 Hz
63,5 x 120,7 x 178 mm 4 x 4,8 mm screws -10°C tot 40°C

BAT/48268 17 V dc to 60 V dc

REF Dimensions

BAT/35779 46 x 46 cm

BAT/35781 61 x 61 cm

BAT/35783 92 x 92 cm

BAT/35785 107 x 107 cm

Seal - drain closer

It is available in 4 sizes. It closes drains and 
prevents the running off of spilled fluids. Made 
of flexible PVC that resists water, oil and most 
of the chemicals. Easy to clean with water and 
soap, reusable and so economical.

◀	 BAT/35779

REF Dimensions Description Photo

BAT/40507 3000 x 105 x 52 mm Barrier element

BAT/40509 150 x 125 x 55 mm Connector

BAT/40511 370 x 105 x 52 mm Corner

The permanent solution
The permanently fixed liquid barriers prevent that fluids 
or rainwater make an ice rink of your floor, or that harmful 
substances fall onto the ground. The barriers can be provi-
ded at every opening (gates and doors) to collect possible 
water. The barrier is made of a perforated, preformed steel 
plate, which is airtight wrapped with very high chemical 
durable polyurethane.
The barrier, which can be fixed at a flat and pure base, is 
furthermore supple, so cars, fork-lift trucks and every other 
rolling material can drive without problems over it.

Color: orange (± RAL 2010) - signalisation color

◀	 Retention barrier 
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2

1

1
2
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